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Abstract. Species across a wide range of taxa and habitats are shifting phenological events
in response to climate change. While advances are common, shifts vary in magnitude and
direction within and among species, and the basis for this variation is relatively unknown. We
examine previously suggested patterns of variation in phenological shifts in order to understand the cue–response mechanisms that underlie phenological change. Here, we review what
is known about the mechanistic basis for nine factors proposed to predict phenological change
(latitude, elevation, habitat type, trophic level, migratory strategy, ecological specialization,
species’ seasonality, thermoregulatory mode, and generation time). We find that many studies
either do not identify a specific underlying mechanism or do not evaluate alternative mechanistic hypotheses, limiting the ability of scientists to predict future responses to global change with
accuracy. We present a conceptual framework that emphasizes a critical distinction between
environmental (cue-driven) and organismal (response-driven) mechanisms causing variation in
phenological shifts and discuss how this distinction can reduce confusion in the field and
improve predictions of future phenological change.
Key words: altitude; climate change; cue; generation time; latitude; mechanism; migration; phenology;
trophic mismatch.

INTRODUCTION
For many species, life history events occur at specific
times of year or under specific environmental conditions,
and temporal shifts in these seasonal phenomena are
widespread and well-documented responses to climate
change (Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Diez et al. 2012,
Thackeray et al. 2016). The timing of these life history
events (i.e., phenology) is advancing relative to calendar
Manuscript received 22 April 2018; revised 30 July 2018;
accepted 10 September 2018. Corresponding Editor: Rebecca
E. Irwin.
10
E-mail: hchmura@alaska.edu

dates for organisms from a wide range of taxa, but there is
considerable variation in the direction and magnitude of
these phenological shifts within and among taxonomic
groups (Parmesan 2007, Ge et al. 2015, Thackeray et al.
2016). This variation can have dramatic consequences for
species survival and ecosystem function (Both et al. 2006,
Mooney et al. 2009, Miller-Rushing et al. 2010, Yang and
Rudolf 2010, Rasmussen et al. 2014, Pacifici et al. 2017).
As the field has matured, the focus of phenological
research has changed. Initial studies characterized the
prevalence and degree of phenological shifts among taxa
(Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Root et al. 2003) and attributed these phenological shifts to global warming (Root
et al. 2005). Subsequent studies (Parmesan 2007,
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Thackeray et al. 2010) have focused on patterns of variation in phenological shifts among populations and species. One common approach in such studies has been to
search for key explanatory factors, specific aspects of the
environment or organism such as latitude or trophic level,
that are correlated with variation in phenological shift.
Identifying these correlations has helped to identify patterns in phenological shifts and has generated numerous
hypotheses about when we expect variation in phenological change among populations and species.
While identifying factors that correlate with variation
in phenological shift has been an important step toward
understanding phenological shifts, it has also led to profound confusion within the field. Much of the confusion
arises from assumptions made about the mechanisms that
generate the observed correlations between phenological
shifts and explanatory factors. This can occur, for example, when researchers assume a specific mechanistic explanation for a pattern, discounting or ignoring alternatives,
or when different researchers assume different mechanisms are at play, potentially at different levels of analysis.
Confusion can also arise when no further mechanism is
sought, and current correlations or past trends are
assumed sufficient to predict future patterns of phenological shift. For example, species at high latitudes are commonly expected to shift phenology more than species at
low latitudes. This pattern is often assumed to result
because the rate of warming has been greater at higher
latitudes. However, this explanation assumes that (1) temperature is the primary phenological cue, with negligible
effects from photoperiod or other cues; (2) latitude accurately predicts temperature differences at specific locations in specific years; and (3) organisms at different
latitudes are similarly sensitive to temperature. These
assumptions may be correct in some cases, but not all.
Commonly, the evidence to adequately evaluate these
assumptions is lacking; in the current confusion, the body
of studies that investigate these underlying assumptions is
sparse compared to the body of literature drawing upon
them.
A few recent meta-analyses have made important
strides toward a more mechanistic approach to studying
factors that predict phenological shifts across taxonomically diverse groups of organisms (Thackeray et al. 2016,
Tansey et al. 2017, Usui et al. 2017). However, they still
face the challenge of relying primarily on correlative predictions, rather than causative mechanisms. While the
pursuit of simple predictive factors is a valuable one,
especially when reliable predictors can be identified, we
believe that climate change scientists have paid insufficient attention to the assumptions made about phenological mechanisms.
To address this need and guide future research, we
review observed patterns of phenological shifts and use
them to identify and discuss cue–response mechanisms
that regulate phenological shifts. Whereas past metaanalyses have convincingly documented the direction
and rate of phenological shifts and identified
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explanatory factors correlated with patterns of phenological shift (Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Root et al. 2003,
Thackeray et al. 2010), the next step requires an examination of the mechanistic assumptions commonly made
in the field. This step is currently not feasible with a
meta-analytic approach. Our aim is to develop a conceptual framework that assesses, organizes, and links insight
from diverse approaches to studying phenological mechanism (e.g., experimental, field based, meta-analytical)
that may guide phenological research moving forward.
A conceptual framework
To guide this review, we provide a glossary of key
terms (Box 1) and a conceptual framework that explicitly separates the environmental and organismal mechanisms that cause variation in phenological shifts
(Figs. 1, 2; Box 2). For the purposes of this review,
“mechanisms” are causal processes (distinct from correlations) that create variation in phenological shifts
(Box 1). Environmental mechanisms cause differences in
phenological shifts through spatial or temporal variation
in how environmental conditions change. For example,
high-elevation species may shift phenology more than
lower elevation species if temperature increases due to
climate change have been greater at higher elevations.
This mechanism could generate differences in phenological shift even if both populations have the same mean
phenological reaction norm in response to environmental variation (Fig. 2a). Organismal mechanisms cause differences in phenological shift through variation in
organismal response to the environment (i.e., differences
in mean reaction norm slopes) between groups. For
example, high-elevation species would show greater phenological shifts than low-elevation species if they were
more sensitive to temperature change, even if the degree
of warming was the same at high and low elevations
(Fig. 2b). Such differences in temperature sensitivity
could result from cue-use differences or differences in
thermal tolerances (Box 1). These differences could
result from long-standing group differences or as result
of recent evolutionary responses to contemporary environmental change (Fig. 1).
While McNamara et al. (2011) provide a thorough
mathematical description of phenological reaction
norms in response to environmental cues (see also Lande
2009), here, we use them to illustrate basic differences
between environmental and organismal mechanisms
(Fig. 2, Box 2) and the potential consequences of both
mechanisms acting simultaneously. We believe that the
distinction between environmental and organismal
mechanisms is a fundamental one, providing a framework to separate alternative mechanistic hypotheses that
may yield the same phenomenological pattern under current conditions, but could show different outcomes
under future climate change. When the two mechanisms
work in opposition to each other (Fig. 2c), observed differences in phenological shifts would be reduced,
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whereas these differences would be amplified when both
mechanisms operate synergistically (Fig. 2d). Thus, this
distinction suggests a roadmap for future empirical studies to disentangle combined effects of environmental and
organismal mechanisms, ultimately providing a stronger
basis to predict future phenological shifts.
This framework allows many possible pathways by
which environmental conditions influence phenology. We
define phenological cues as attributes of the environment
that initiate a phenological response (Box 1). We apply
this broad definition to cases where environmental conditions clearly inform anticipatory future responses, cases

where environmental conditions drive more immediate
responses, and the many cases where the specific processes involved in the organismal response are unknown
or multiple processes may be acting simultaneously.
KEY FACTORS PROPOSED TO EXPLAIN PATTERNS OF
PHENOLOGICAL SHIFTS
The nine key factors that we evaluate have all been
proposed to explain or predict patterns of phenological
change in multiple studies. In order to focus on mechanistic explanations, we emphasize environment and

FIG. 1. We identify two categories of proximate mechanisms that create variation in phenological shifts. Environmental mechanisms can create variation in phenological shifts if different populations experience different changes in environmental cues, even if
they share the same mean group-level reaction norm. (Note that mean group-level reaction norms could represent averages of individuals norms within a population, species, or appropriate group of species). For example, high-latitude species might be expected
to show greater phenological shifts than low-latitude species if the actual amount of warming has been greater at high latitudes.
Organismal mechanisms explain differences in phenological shifts caused by differences in mean group-level reaction norms even if
the organisms experience the same degree of environmental change. For example, we might expect high-latitude species to show
greater shifts than low-latitude species if high-latitude species are inherently more sensitive to warming. These differences in reaction norms could result from existing group differences or as result of different evolutionary responses to environmental change.

CONCEPTS & SYNTHESIS

Cue: an attribute of the environment that initiates a phenological response.
Cue-use differences: an organismal mechanism in which two groups of organisms utilize different kinds of cues
(e.g., temperature or photoperiod) to initiate phenological responses. Importantly, this is not a byproduct of cueavailability in the environment, but rather of organismal physiology.
Cue–response mechanism: the level of mechanism that considers the interaction between environmental cues
and organismal responses.
Driver: an attribute of the environment that causes a proximate phenological response.
Environmental mechanisms for patterns of phenological shift: processes resulting in differential phenological
shifts caused by systematic differences in the environment over space or time (see Figs. 1, 2).
Growing degree-days: a quantity describing the amount of warmth above a certain baseline experienced by an
organism over time. The baseline for this calculation is typically set to the minimum temperature required for
development and varies by species.
Organismal mechanisms for patterns of phenological shift: processes (typically physiological) caused by differences in the reaction norms relating environmental cues and phenology that result in differential phenological
shifts between groups of organisms (Figs. 1, 2).
Patterns of phenological shift: differences in the phenological shifts of one group of organisms relative to
another (e.g., comparisons between high-latitude vs low-latitude organisms).
Phenological mismatch: differences in the timing of life history events relative to other species, resources, or
habitat conditions that result in fitness consequences.
Phenological shift: changes in the timing of life history events relative to calendar dates.
Sensitivity: the causal relationship between environmental conditions (i.e., cues and direct drivers) and an organism’s phenological response. Sensitivity is approximated as the slope of the reaction norm (see Fig. 2). For example,
temperature sensitivity is commonly described in units of days of phenological change per degree Celsius.
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FIG. 2. Both environmental and organismal mechanisms can cause phenological shifts, separately and in combination. Each
panel shows the mean group-level reaction norm indicating a relationship between environmental cues and phenological phenotype.
The historic environmental conditions are represented as e0, and the historic phenological timing is represented by t0. (a) Under an
environmental mechanism, differences in the magnitude of environmental changes experienced by different groups (a change from
e0 to e1 vs. a change from e0 to e2) result in different phenological shifts (a change from t0 to t1, vs. a change from t0 to t2). In this
example, both groups share the same mean reaction norm (MRN). (b) Under an organismal mechanism, differences in the MRN
between different groups cause different phenological shifts (a change from t0 to t1, vs. a change from t0 to t2). In this example, both
groups experience the same environmental change (a change from e0 to e1+2). (c) In the third panel, an environmental mechanism
and an organismal mechanism act in opposition. (d) In contrast, if environmental mechanisms and organismal mechanisms act synergistically, the observed differences in phenological shifts between these groups would be greater than expected under either mechanism acting alone. Note that while responses are depicted as linear relationships, this framework could be extended to consider
nonlinear responses to environmental conditions.

trait-based key factors instead of taxonomic or phylogenetic patterns. For each factor, our primary objectives
are to identify and evaluate the mechanisms that have
been suggested or assumed to generate a correlation
between the factor and phenology. In doing so, we seek
to identify areas where our understanding of the mechanisms that drive phenology is most incomplete.
Latitude
Numerous studies have tested whether latitude predicts
variation in phenological shift. While some find greater
phenological shifts (typically advances) at high latitudes
(Parmesan 2007, While and Uller 2014, Ge et al. 2015,

Brown et al. 2016), others find greater shifts at low latitudes (Ge et al. 2015, Kullberg et al. 2015, Shen et al.
2015), or mid-latitudes (Rubolini et al. 2007a). Typically,
effects of latitude on phenological shifts are weak (Parmesan 2007, Ge et al. 2015).
Studies that find greater phenological shifts at higher
latitudes often propose environmental mechanisms
(Root et al. 2003, Parmesan 2007). For example, larger
phenological shifts have occurred in regions where temperatures have increased more (Root et al. 2005, Menzel
et al. 2006a, Rubolini et al. 2007a, Kharouba et al.
2014). Since temperatures have generally increased more
at high latitudes (IPCC 2014), this may cause larger phenological shifts at high latitudes (Root et al. 2003, While
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Box 2. Quantifying organismal and environmental mechanisms of phenological shift
Consider phenology zi(t) (e.g., day of the year of first fruit) of an individual i measured in year t as a quantitative character that is determined by the additive effects of many loci and that also responds plastically to an environmental cue ei(t) (e.g., temperature at the Vernal equinox). In reality, organisms likely integrate multiple
environmental cues. Individual phenology zi is the sum of a quantitative trait determining the phenology when
the environmental cue is zero (i.e., a “reaction norm intercept” ai) and, assuming a linear response, one other
quantitative trait determining the response to the value of the cue in year t (i.e., a “reaction norm slope” bi). The
phenology of individual i is also determined by residual variation due to measurement error, , which we assume
is drawn from a distribution with a mean of zero, for example, from a normal  ~ N(0,r). The realized phenology is
then zi ðtÞ ¼ ai ðtÞ þ bi ðtÞei ðtÞ þ . Following Lande (2009), the mean phenology in group G of individuals is
zG ðtÞ ¼ aG ðtÞ þ bG ðtÞeG ðtÞ, where the last term assumes that within the group, there is no relationship between the
be). The regression of zG on
environmental cues individuals experience and their reaction norm slopes bi (so that be ¼ 
eG is the group mean reaction norm (MRN).
In this model, a phenological shift is a directional change in zG ðtÞ as t increases, say from t1 to t2. A shift in zG
is expressed by applying the finite-difference operator Dt1 ;t2 (where for any function of time f(t) we have
Dt1 ;t2 f ¼ f ðt2 Þ  f ðt1 Þ) to zG . Assuming evolutionary change is small between t1 and t2, changes in the mean
intercept and slope are small: aðt1 Þ  aðt2 Þ and 
bðt1 Þ  
bðt2 Þ. Then, a phenological shift is
Dt1 ;t2 zG ¼ Dt1 ;t2 ðbG eG Þ ¼ eG ðt1 ÞDt1 ;t2 bG þ bG ðt2 ÞDt1 ;t2 eG , from the product rule for finite differences. Because evolutionary change is small, the shift is then the product of the MRN slope 
bG and the temporal change in the environmental cue
(1)

Modeling variation in phenological shifts
Different groups of individuals (e.g., populations) can experience different magnitudes of phenological shift
(i.e., we often have Dt1 ;t2 zj 6¼ Dt1 ;t2 zk for groups j 6¼ k). If individuals are assigned to groups based on an explanatory variable (X) such as trophic level or latitude, the relationship between group membership and phenological
shift can be modeled. Then, the change in phenological shift z across values of X is expressed mathematically by
applying another finite-difference operator DX1 ;X2 (where for any function gX we have DX1 ;X2 g ¼ gX2  gX1 ) to
Dt1 ;t2 zG from Eq. 1:
DX1 ;X2 Dt1 ;t2 z ¼ Dt1 ;t2 eX2 DX1 ;X2 
bþ
bX1 DX1 ;X2 Dt1 ;t2 e .
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
environmental
organismal

(2)

The first term is zero if the MRN slopes are equal in X1 and X2, whereas the second term is zero if the change
in the environmental cue is equal across X1 and X2 The two terms of this equation (organismal and environmental) correspond to the mechanisms of phenological shift introduced in the main text. Organismal mechanisms
occur when the first term of Eq. 2 is non-zero and there are differences in 
b, the MRN slope (Fig. 2b). Environmental mechanisms occur when the second term of (2) is non-zero and groups experience different amounts of
change in the environmental cue (relative to baseline at t1; Fig. 2a).
Within all of the explanatory factors X examined in the main text, both organismal and environmental mechanisms act. Because both mechanisms may act either synergistically or in opposition (Fig. 2c, d), the predictive
power of X alone is low. This has been seen in meta-analyses that focus on predicting shifts based on the explanatory factors examined here.
and Uller 2014, Ge et al. 2015). However, the effects of
latitude may depend upon spatial scale. While latitude is
a good proxy for temperature at the global scale, localized climatic patterns are often more variable (Pinsky
et al. 2013). For example, latitude may be a poor proxy
in mountainous regions where small displacements north
or south result in nonlinear temperature changes due to
the influence of elevation on climate (Loarie et al. 2009).
Indeed, the lack of consensus among studies examining

the association between latitude and phenological shift
may be partially explained by differences in spatial scale;
some analyses were conducted at hemispheric scales
(e.g., Northern Hemisphere; Parmesan 2007), while
others are restricted to single countries (e.g., Sweden;
Kullberg et al. 2015) with limited latitudinal variation.
Organismal mechanisms are often suggested when
studies find greater phenological change at low latitudes.
These mechanisms could include differences in
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temperature (Shen et al. 2015) and photoperiodic (Bronson 2009) sensitivity across organisms. Many studies
suggest that phenological shifts should be larger in
organisms whose phenology is more sensitive to temperature (Ge et al. 2015, Shen et al. 2015). Studies on birds
(Wingfield et al. 1996, 1997, 2003, Dunn and Winkler
1999, Silverin et al. 2008, Hurlbert and Liang 2012) and
plants (Dai et al. 2014, Ge et al. 2015, Shen et al. 2015,
Wang et al. 2015a, b; but see Pudas et al. 2008, Wolkovich et al. 2012, Dai et al. 2014) find greater temperature sensitivity at low latitudes. Similarly, species’
reliance on photoperiod may increase with latitude
(Bronson 2009, Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2010, Dalin
et al. 2010), as has been shown in a few studies in mammals (Heideman et al. 1999, Thom et al. 2004) and
insects (Dalin et al. 2010). However, tropical species
have also demonstrated responsiveness to photoperiod
(Hau et al. 1998, Calle et al. 2010). Experimental work
in the pitcher plant mosquito (Wyeomyia smithii) suggests latitudinal variation in the recent evolution of critical day-lengths for diapause initiation and termination
(Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2001). If evolution (Bradshaw
and Holzapfel 2008, Urbanski et al. 2012) creates differences in how populations respond to environmental
change (organismal mechanism), it could generate latitudinal differences in phenological shift.
When combined, different mechanisms could obscure
or amplify latitudinal patterns of phenological shifts.
For example, Ge et al. (2015) propose that observed latitudinal patterns in phenological shift are weak in their
study of 112 species in China because greater warming
at high latitudes (environmental mechanism) counterbalanced greater temperature sensitivity (organismal mechanism) in lower latitude species (Fig. 2c).
Elevation
The relationship between elevation and phenological
shifts has been tested frequently in plants (Fig. 3) and
only occasionally in animals (Dunn and Winkler 1999,
Nufio et al. 2010). Some species are advancing phenology
more at high elevations (Defila and Clot 2005, Ziello
et al. 2009, Cufar et al. 2012). A second, smaller number
of species exhibit delays that are greater at high (Yu et al.
2010) or low (Crimmins et al. 2010) elevations. Additionally, many species show no relationship between elevation
and phenological shift (Defila and Clot 2005, Ziello et al.
2009, Piao et al. 2011, Jochner et al. 2012).
Despite this variation, most proposed mechanisms
explain cases when higher elevation species shift more
than lower elevation species. A majority of studies report
greater warming with increasing elevation (Rangwala
and Miller 2012), and this warming could result in larger
phenological shifts at high elevations (environmental
mechanism). For example, Nufio et al. (2010) showed
that the emergence of grasshopper species advanced
more at high elevations due to greater warming at high
elevation sites. However, organismal mechanisms may
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also explain these results. For example, Nufio et al.
(2010) also showed that high elevation grasshoppers
require fewer growing degree-days to reach adulthood,
and work by Buckley et al. (2015) suggests that warmer
temperatures advance grasshopper development more in
high elevation populations. Thus, environmental mechanisms and organismal mechanisms likely augment each
other to create altitudinal differences in grasshopper
phenological change (Fig. 2d). In plants, green-up phenology may be more sensitive to temperature at high elevations (Cufar et al. 2012, Chapman 2013, Liu et al.
2014, but see Vitasse et al. 2010, Dai et al. 2014), perhaps due to requiring fewer growing degree-days to trigger leaf-out (Liang and Schwartz 2014). An experiment
by Cornelius et al. (2013) suggests that high elevation
plants may be more sensitive to snowmelt than plants at
low elevation. If this is the case, increased sensitivity to
snow-melt in high altitude plants could augment phenological shifts driven by variation in temperature change
with altitude.
Evolutionary responses may affect organismal mechanisms in ways that complicate phenological patterns. At
some alpine sites, hard frosts are increasing in frequency
despite advancing snowmelt, and may kill or reduce
fecundity in individuals that bloom earlier in response to
advancing snowmelt (Inouye et al. 2002, Inouye 2008,
Gezon et al. 2016). The interplay between variation in
snowmelt (environmental mechanism), and responses to
selection that drive phenotypic variation (organismal
mechanism) may increase variability in phenology
(Inouye 2008) or result in population decline (Inouye and
Wielgolaski 2013). The contribution of micro-evolution
to phenological shifts is also suggested in work by Anderson et al. (2012), which estimated that at least 20% of
phenological shifts in an alpine plant species over the last
30 yr may be attributable to contemporary evolution.
Terrestrial, freshwater, and marine habitats
Comparisons of phenological shifts among habitat
types report different findings on global or hemispheric
(Poloczanska et al. 2013) and regional scales (Thackeray
et al. 2010). Global data sets (often biased toward the
Northern Hemisphere), reveal that ocean phenology is
changing 4.4 days per decade (Poloczanska et al. 2013),
while terrestrial shifts are only 2.3–2.8 days per decade
(Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Parmesan 2007). In the
Southern Hemisphere, among species changing phenology, freshwater and marine species are more likely to
delay phenology than terrestrial species (Chambers et al.
2013). In contrast, on the regional scale, Thackeray et al.
(2010) show that phenological shifts were similar in UK
terrestrial, freshwater, and marine habitats, and research
across Germany suggests phenology in both marine and
freshwater systems is advancing (Sommer et al. 2012).
Additionally, differences among regions of the same habitat type, differences among taxonomic groups within a
habitat type, and differences between similar taxonomic
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REFERENCE SUMMARY

Latitude

Organisms at low
latitudes shift more

Low latitude species are
more sensitive to
temperature (e.g.,
smaller range of thermal
tolerance)

Shen et al. (2015)
Organismal

Ge et al. (2015)

Organisms at high
latitudes shift more

Organisms at mid
latitudes shift more

Parmesan (2007)

Greater degree of
temperature change at
higher latitudes with
climate change

---

Environmental
While and Uller (2014)

---

Environmental

Rubolini et al. (2007a)

Temperature sensitivity as an explanation of the latitudinal pattern of green-up
date (GUD) trend in Northern Hemisphere vegetation during 1982 to 2008. Finds
greater advancement in GUD at lower latitudes despite the greater temperature
shift at high latitudes. Concludes that variation in temperature sensitivity explains
changes in GUD.
Meta-analysis of over 100 species in China reports a weak pattern of greater
shifts at lower latitudes.
Meta-analysis of >200 Northern Hemisphere species reports a weak pattern of
greater shifts at northern latitudes. Attributes differences to magnitude of
temperature change across latitudes.
Meta-analysis of amphibian taxa that reports a pattern of advanced shifts at
higher latitudes. Proposes that greater magnitude of change and higher sensitivity
to change at high latitudes explain this pattern.

Meta-analysis of bird migration and arrival dates in spring in over 100 European
birds. Reports that phenological shifts are greater at mid latitudes. Hypothesizes
that this is due to spatial differences in the magnitude of climate change, though
no test.

Elevation

Organismal

Greater degree of
temperature change at
higher altitudes

Environmental

Low- and high-altitude
species may rely on
different cues (e.g.,
spring temperature vs.
precipitation)

Organismal

Organisms at high
elevations shift more

Organisms at low
elevations shift more

Ziello et al. (2009)

Analysis of plant phenology along altitude in alpine regions from 1971 to 2000.
Greater shifts in alpine species suggested to be driven by greater sensitivity.

Cufar et al. (2012)

Analysis of European beech tree phenology along altitudinal gradients. Greater
advances in leaf unfolding at high altitude attributed to greater sensitivity.

Nufio et al. (2010)

Study on grasshoppers suggesting that emergence advances more at high
elevations might be due, in part, to greater warming at high elevations.

Analysed 20-yr, multispecies data set spanning elevation gradients. Lowelevation plants respond more to temperatures during preceeding autumn and
Crimmins et al. (2010) precipitation. High-elevation plants respond more to spring temperatures.
Concludes that phenological shifts depend on cues organisms utilize and may be
region specific.

Marine vs. Terrestrial
Poloczanska et al.
(2010)

Meta-analysis of >1500 studies on the effects of climate change in which
distributions and phenologies of marine species shifted similarly to or more than
for terrestrial species.

Marine species may be
more sensitive to
temperature changes

Organismal

Smaller scale of thermal
heterogeneity on land
allows for increased
thermal refugia in space

Environmental

Marine species shift
less

Marine species may
exhibit less plasticity in
phenological traits than
terrestrial species

Organismal

Thackeray et al. (2010; Over the past three decades in the UK, phenology of terrestrial plants advanced
more than freshwater and marine plants.
plants in the UK)

Marine species more
variable in
phenological shift

Marine species have
greater species-specific
variability in sensitivity to
temperature changes

Organismal

Thackeray et al. (2010; In the UK, greater variability in phenological shifts was observed in marine and
invertebrates in the UK) freshwater invertebrates than in terrestrial invertebrates.

Lower trophic levels are
more sensitive to
temperature changes.

Organismal

Analysis of multi-year, multi-taxa data set from New York State (Cook et al .) that
demonstrates plant and animal sensitivity differences in responese to climate
Cook et al. (2008) and
change. Meta-analysis of over 10,000 records in UK (Thackeray et al .) finds that
Thackeray et al. (2016)
secondary consumers have lower temperature sensitivity than other trophic
levels.

High trophic levels
respond to shifts in lower
levels; low trophic levels
respond to abiotic cues

Environmental

Both et al. (2009)

Examine responses in a tritrophic interaction. Budburst was most responsive to
temperature, while their caterpillar herbivores and avian predators responded less
strongly to temperature.

Lower trophic levels are
less mobile and more
subject to climateassociated selective
pressure at local scales.

Organismal

Huey et al. (2002)

Reviews evidence that plants shift more in response to temperature and
discusses this mechanism as one putative explanation.

Meta-analysis of Southern Hemisphere data sets shows shifts in marine
Chambers et al. (2013) phenology over time are evenly split between earlier and marine shifts and greater
in magnitude than in terrestrial systems.

Marine species shift
more

Sunday et al. (2011)

Latitudinal variability in seawater temperature tends to be less than variability in
land surface temperature in terrestrial ecosystems.

Trophic Level

Lower trophic levels
shift more

FIG. 3. A summary table of recent literature testing whether key factors predict variation in phenological shifts across taxa. This
figure reports the following from left to right (1) proposed patterns in phenological (pheno.) shifts, (2) figures of hypothetical data
that are consistent with proposed patterns, (3) mechanisms that have been hypothesized to generate the proposed patterns, (4)
graphs illustrating hypothetical data that are consistent with proposed mechanisms, (5) a classification of each mechanism as environmental or organismal as defined by our conceptual framework, and (6) citations and summaries of recent literature that have
reported these patterns and mechanisms. Temp., temperature; GDD, growing degree-days; max., maximum. Day of the year is the
number of days since 1 January.

groups in different habitat types (i.e., marine vs. terrestrial
plants) have been observed (Thackeray et al. 2010,
Poloczanska et al. 2016).

Although few studies have compared phenological shifts
in terrestrial, freshwater, and marine habitats, some suggest
mechanistic hypotheses to explain differences. While the
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High-elevation species
are more sensitive to
temperature change
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Higher trophic levels
shift more
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Increased metabolic
sensitivity to temperature
(e.g., respiration-limited
metabolism more
sensitive than
photosynthesis-limited)

Organismal

Selection for earlier
initiation of migration,
possibly involving a
change in response to
photoperiod

Organismal

Improved conditions
along migratory route
increase migration speed

Environmental

Ecological Monographs
Vol. 89, No. 1

Modeling approach that employs metabolic theory of ecology in consumer-prey
O'Connor et al. (2011) models. Detects variation in responses to climate change due to variation in
metabolism-limiting processes along trophic level delineations.

Migratory vs. Sedentary

Long-distance
migrants shift more

Short-distance
migrants shift more

CONCEPTS & SYNTHESIS

Long-distance
migrants show more
variable shifts

Information regarding
local environmental
conditions declines with
distance, so long-distance
migrants are less able to
respond to changing
climatic conditions in
their destination habitat

Jonzén et al. (2006),
Jonzén et al. (2007)

Long-distance passerine migrants to Scandinavia showed greater advancement
of spring arrival than short-distance migrants.

Both (2007), Ahola
(2004)

Pied Flycatchers arrive at breeding grounds in Finland earlier, though
temperatures there have not increased.

Rubolini et al.(2007b)

Of four migratory and two resident bird species, only two migratory species
showed significant advancement in spring phenologies.

Butler (2003)

Analysis of 103 migrant birds in North American found that birds wintering in the
United States arrived at breeding groups earlier than birds that winter in South
America.

Rubolini et al. (2007a)

Meta-analysis of first arrival dates for 184 bird species and mean arrival dates for
113 species; arrival advanced more for short- vs long-distance migrants.

Kullberg et al. (2015)

Analysis of 14 migratory bird species in Sweden showed greater shift in short- vs.
long-distance migrants.

Winkler et al. (2014)

Conceptual review of mechanisms of migration.

Environmental

Early recruitment (e.g.,
hatching) induces early
migration phenology; this
reinforces a pattern in
which short-distance
migrants already arrive
earlier

Organismal

Gill et al. (2014)

Long distance migrants
face a greater range of
environments en route
that don't reflect
conditions at destination

Environmental

Tøttrup et al. (2012)

Drought conditions in the Horn of Africa were implicated in the delayed spring
arrival of two migratory bird species in Sweden; suggests that climate change
may increase the variability of phenological shifts in long-distance migrants, rather
than causing a general pattern of advancement.

Cayton et al. (2015)

Use growing degree-day to predict peak abundance of specialists vs. generalist
butterflies from survey data in Ohio, USA. Species with greather diet breadth had
weaker relationships between GDD and phenology.

Williams et al. (2012)

Exposed specialist and generalist butterflies to different winter temperatures.
Specialists more sensitive to increases in winter temperatures and consequently
had larger increases in energy reserve depletion.
Used data from the UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme to assess phenological shifts
of species that vary in larval diet breadth and over-wintering life stage. Narrower
diet breadth predicted greater shift in date of first appearance. Hypothesized that
specialists are under greater selection to track shifting resources.

The arrival phenologies of individual Black-tailed Godwits are highly consistent
between years, but shift strongly between generations. Though a mechanism is
proposed, it has not been tested.

Specialist vs. Generalist species

Specialists are more
sensitive to temperature

Organismal

Specialist species
shift more
Specialists are
constrained by shifting
resources

Organismal

Diamond et al. (2011)

Generalists have greater
plasticity

Organismal

Evaluated sensitivity of breeding phenology of passerines in France to spring
temperature. Generalists adjusted phenologies more than specialists.
Moussus et al. (2011) Hypothesize that generalists have developed more complex information gathering
systems and physiologial abilities allowing for increased plasticy in changing
environments.

Generalists have greater
genetic variation

Organismal

Early-season species are
more sensitive to
temperature

Organismal

Early and late species
use different cues

Organismal

Spring temperatures are
shifting more than
summer temperatures

Environmental

Generalist species
shift more

Hurlbert and Liang
(2012)

Evaluated changes in arrrival date of common bird species in North America.
Climate generalists were more sensitive to warming than specialists. Hypothesize
that generalists possess greater plasticity or genetic variation, allowing them to
better shift phenology with changing temperatures.

Early vs. Late species
Pau et al. (2011)

Early species shift
more

Wolkovich et al. (2012)

Valtonen et al. (2011)

Review that develops predictions on responses to climate change. Posits that
early-season species are more sensitive to temperature and should shift more.
Meta-analysis of studies measuring plant phenological shifts. Early-season
species were more sensitive to temperature than late species.

Analyzed environmental controls of flight times of Lepidoptera in Finland. Found
that the best predictive environmental cues for spring fliers were temperature and
photoperiod whereas for summer fliers, it was temperature and for autumn fliers,
photoperiod.

Used UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme to assess phenological shifts of species
Diamond et al. (2011) that vary in larval diet breadth and over-wintering life stage. Hypothesized that
early species shift more due to spring temperatures shifting more than summer.

FIG. 3. Continued.

median rate of warming is higher on land than in the ocean,
the velocity of climate change (distance a temperature isotherm has moved, e.g., km/yr) is greater in the ocean than
on land in some regions (e.g., near the Arctic and the equator) and seasonal climate shifts (the rate of seasonal
advancements or delays, e.g., days per decade) is consistently
higher in the ocean (Burrows et al. 2011). If organisms

respond to metrics other than mean change, for example
seasonal climatic shifts, larger phenological shifts may occur
in marine environments (environmental mechanism).
Though rarely tested, Poloczanska et al. (2013) found that
seasonal climatic shift did not predict phenological shifts.
Differences in temperature sensitivity (organismal
mechanism) among organisms in different habitats could
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Late species shift
more

Late season
temperatures have
changed more than early
season temperatures

Early species shift
earlier; late species
shift later

Species respond
differently to spring and
fall/winter warming

Early species shift
later; late species
shift earlier

Species respond
differently to spring and
fall/winter warming
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Environmental

Nufio et al. (2010)

Analyzed historical and present surveys of grasshopper communities along an
elevational gradient in Colorado. They found that phenological change was
dependent on the degree to which temperature had changed.

---

Organismal

Cook et al. (2012)

Analyzed long-term plant species data in Europe and North America. Species had
different phenological sensitivities to temperature at different periods during the
year. Observed phenological shifts were dependent on magnitude of a given
species' response to fall/winter vs. spring warming.

---

Organismal

Cook et al. (2012)

Analyzed long-term plant species data in Europe and North America. Species had
different phenological sensitivities to temperature at different periods during the
year. Observed phenological shifts were dependent on magnitude of a given
species' response to fall/winter vs. spring warming.

Ectotherms may be more
directly influenced by
changing temperature

Organismal

Thackeray et al. (2010)

Meta-analysis of studies conducted in the UK found slight support for ectotherms
shifting more with climate change than endotherms.

Shorter generation times
allow for quicker evolved
responses to climate
change

Organismal

Meta-analysis of studies conducted in the UK found slight support for shorter-lived
Thackeray et al. (2010) species shifting phenology more than longer-lived species. Authors warn,
however, that generation time was correlated with trophic level.

Endotherms vs. Ectotherms

Ectotherms shift
more

Generation Time

Shorter-lived species
shift more

FIG. 3. Continued.

Trophic levels
Most analyses of trophic level differences in phenological shift focus on differences between producers and consumers, although some compare predators at different
trophic positions. Several papers report that plants shift
more than herbivores (Huey et al. 2002, Winder and
Schindler 2004, Doi et al. 2008, Kharouba and Vellend
2015, Pyke et al. 2016), while others show herbivores
shifting more than plants (Gordo and Sanz 2005, Parmesan 2007, Burkle et al. 2013) or find no differences
between trophic levels (Winder and Schindler 2004, Both
et al. 2009, Bartomeus et al. 2011, 2013, Polgar et al.
2013). A few studies suggest that predators advance phenology less than herbivores (Both et al. 2009, Thackeray
et al. 2010, Polgar et al. 2013) and plants (Ovaskainen
et al. 2013, but see Askeyev et al. 2010).
Organismal mechanisms, such as temperature sensitivity, have been proposed to cause trophic-level differences
in phenological shift. However, data on the relative temperature sensitivity of different trophic levels are mixed.
Metabolic sensitivity to temperature may explain cases
comparing shifts in consumers to plants because respiration-limited metabolism is generally more sensitive to
temperature than photosynthesis-limited metabolism
(Allen et al. 2005, O’Connor et al. 2011). If these metabolic differences scaled up to influence phenology, they

could lead consumers to shift more than producers. However, several studies report that phenology in lower
trophic levels (composed of both producers and lower
level consumers) is more temperature sensitive than that
in higher trophic levels (Buse et al. 1999, Huey et al.
2002, Cook et al. 2008, Doi et al. 2008, Post and Forchhammer 2008, Askeyev et al. 2010, Forrest and Thomson
2011, Gauthier et al. 2013, Kharouba and Vellend 2015,
Thackeray et al. 2016, but see Gordo and Sanz 2005,
Phillimore et al. 2012). While this is a compelling mechanism, sensitivity differences may be driven by taxonomic
group (e.g., birds vs. plants) rather than trophic level per
se (Thackeray et al. 2016) and other factors that are inextricably correlated with trophic level (e.g., mobility differences; see Huey et al. [2002]) may play a role.
There are relatively few studies testing for cue-use differences (organismal mechanism) among trophic levels
(but see Harrington et al. 1999). However, if lower
trophic levels respond to abiotic conditions and higher
trophic levels respond to the availability of lower trophic
levels (Both et al. 2009), we might predict phenological
shifts to attenuate with increasing trophic position (given
imperfect cues). A few studies examine whether consumers adjust their phenology in response to producers
(e.g., birds [Hahn 1995, Hau et al. 2000, Schaper et al.
2011], insects [Leather et al. 1993, Harrington et al.
1999]). Other studies show that organisms at both high
and low trophic levels use abiotic factors as cues (Tauber
and Tauber 1976, Leather et al. 1993, Silverin et al.
2008). While an intriguing possibility, it is not clear that
this mechanism would lead to consistent phenological
differences with trophic position. Instead, it seems likely
that when trophic levels use different cues, differences in
phenological shifts are more likely to occur (Forrest and
Thomson 2011, Ovaskainen et al. 2013).
Selective pressure imposed by one trophic level on
another could alter mean group-level reaction norms
and affect patterns of phenological shift. For example,
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also cause phenological variation. For example, temperature may be a more reliable signal of seasonal climatic
patterns to organisms in freshwater and marine environments than on land (Mackas et al. 2012) because the
high specific heat of water minimizes temperature
volatility (Sunday et al. 2011, Mackas et al. 2012, but
see Stone et al. 1999). This suggests that marine and
freshwater species may be more sensitive to temperature,
which could cause greater phenological shifts given the
same degree of warming.
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Both et al. (2009) propose that predation may enhance
selection for earlier phenology in lower trophic levels if
earlier offspring experience lower predation risk. Conversely, shifts in the timing of resource availability may
impose selection pressures on consumers that minimize
phenological differences between interacting species.
Nussey et al. (2005) suggest that mismatch between
hatching of great tit (Parus major) nestlings and caterpillar emergence is causing increased selection both for earlier lay dates and for lay date plasticity to match
caterpillar phenology.
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Migratory life histories
Differences in phenological shift between migrants
and non-migrants or migrants of different durations
have been examined almost exclusively in birds (reviewed in Knudsen et al. [2011], but see Vegvari et al.
[2015]). Many studies find that long-distance migrants
have shifted phenology less than short-distant migrants
or non-migratory species (Butler 2003, Lehikoinen
et al. 2004, Rubolini et al. 2007a, 2010, Doxa et al.
2012, Bartosova et al. 2014, Gill et al. 2014, Kullberg
et al. 2015). However, there are notable exceptions: in
some studies, long-distance migrants show larger phenological shifts than short-distance migrants (Jonzen
et al. 2006, Sullivan et al. 2016) or residents (Rubolini
et al. 2007b).
Cue-use differences are commonly used to explain
cases when long-distance migrants shift less than short
distance migrants (organismal mechanism; Jones and
Cresswell 2010, Rubolini et al. 2010, Robson and Barriocanal 2011, Winkler et al. 2014), although empirical
tests of this idea are limited (Knudsen et al. 2011).
Long-distance migrants might rely more on photoperiodic cues and endogenous circannual rhythms than
short distance migrants, which may be better able to
respond to local environmental conditions (Gwinner
1996, Both and Visser 2001, Butler 2003, but see Jonzen
et al. 2006, Both 2010). Since local environmental cues
are more likely to track changing climates at the destination habitat, when the destination is nearby, short-distance migrants are expected to show larger phenological
shifts than long-distance migrants (Butler 2003, Ahola
et al. 2004, Gordo 2007, Both 2010, Jones and Cresswell
2010, Rubolini et al. 2010, Robson and Barriocanal
2011, Winkler et al. 2014).
Other mechanistic explanations for variation in phenological shifts across migrants are less studied. Variation in
environmental conditions experienced en route could
affect the arrival of long-distance migrants (environmental mechanism), resulting in high phenological variability
(Marra et al. 2005, Tøttrup et al. 2008, Taylor et al.
2016) rather than a consistent pattern of greater or smaller shifts when compared to short-distance migrants. For
example, Ahola et al. (2004) observed that the first pied
flycatchers (Ficedula hypoleuca) to travel through central
Europe experienced warmer conditions, accelerated
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migration, and arrived earlier to breeding grounds in Finland, however, the last migrants experienced relatively
unchanged conditions and did not change arrival on the
breeding grounds. Here, temporal variation in climatic
change along the migratory corridor caused variation in
arrival phenology to increase; it is reasonable to propose
that variability could be greater for animals with longer
migratory routes.
Differences in developmental exposure to photoperiod
(i.e., day length at hatch) between short and long-distance migrants could facilitate phenological advances in
short-distance migrants (environmental mechanism).
Birds that experience shorter day lengths soon after
hatch show earlier phenology in autumn migratory
behavior (Coppack et al. 2001) and spring migration the
subsequent year (Both 2010). If this is the case, shorterdistance migrants, which often have a larger gap between
arrival and breeding dates, may have greater opportunities to advance phenology via developmental plasticity
in response to short photoperiods than long-distance
migrants (Gill et al. 2014). However, the effect of
delayed hatch dates did not seem to persist after the first
year in an experimental study of pied flycatchers (Ouwehand et al. 2017).
Greater phenological advances in long-distance
migrants may be a response to selection imposed by phenological mismatch with food resources on the breeding
grounds (Jonzen et al. 2006, 2007, but see Both 2007).
This hypothesis suggests that strong evolutionary
responses to phenological mismatch in long-distance
migrants may drive an organismal mechanism. In an
analysis of 65 species of migrant birds in western Europe, Jenni and Kery (2003) suggest that seasonal drying
in northern Africa may select for earlier autumn migration of single brooded long-distance migrants. In contrast, short-distance migrants, which do not face
selective pressures imposed by unfavorable conditions en
route to accelerate autumn migration, may be able to
extend the breeding season. Although there are potentially strong selective costs of phenological mismatch
with food resources (Møller et al. 2008, Both et al. 2010,
Saino et al. 2010, Gilroy et al. 2016), it has been demonstrated in only a few systems (Knudsen et al. 2011), and
phylogenetic or environmental constraints may limit
evolutionary responses to mismatch (Both and Visser
2001, Both 2010, Rubolini et al. 2010).
Ecological specialists vs. generalists
Ecological specialization describes the degree to which
species can perform under a broad (less specialized) or
narrow (more specialized) range of environmental conditions (e.g., habitat, dietary, climatic; Futuyma and Moreno 1988). Several studies detect greater phenological
shifts in insect resource specialists (Altermatt 2010, Diamond et al. 2011, Thomsen et al. 2016), while others
find larger phenological shifts in birds that are habitat
generalists (Moussus et al. 2011, Hurlbert and Liang
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Early-season vs. late-season species
The time that a species reaches a developmental stage
relative to others in the same taxonomic group (e.g.,
early vs. late flowering) is predicted to explain variation
in phenological shift (e.g., early vs. late species). Many
studies among diverse taxonomic groups including fungi
(Kauserud et al. 2008), insects (Hassall et al. 2007, Diamond et al. 2011, O’Neill et al. 2012, Burkle et al. 2013,
Karlsson 2014, Buckley et al. 2015), and plants (Price
and Waser 1998, Abu-Asab et al. 2001, Fitter and Fitter
2002, Dunne et al. 2003, Menzel et al. 2006b, Sherry
et al. 2007, Miller-Rushing and Primack 2008, MillerRushing and Inouye 2009, Morin et al. 2009, Wolkovich
et al. 2012, Iler et al. 2013, Mazer et al. 2013, CaraDonna et al. 2014) show that species that complete a
developmental stage earlier in the year exhibit larger
phenological shifts than late species in the same community. However, a few studies report that late-season

(insects; Altermatt 2010, Nufio et al. 2010) or mid-season species shift phenology more than early season species (plants; Sherry et al. 2007, Whittington et al. 2015).
Additional studies in butterflies (Forister and Shapiro
2003, Kharouba et al. 2014), frogs (Gibbs and Breisch
2001), and plants (Pe~
nuelas et al. 2002, Jarrad et al.
2008, Liancourt et al. 2012, Burkle et al. 2013) find that
species’ seasonality does not predict phenological shift.
In a few cases, early and late species shift phenology in
different directions: some studies in plants and fungi
find advances in early species and delays in late species
(Gange et al. 2007, Sherry et al. 2007, Park and
Schwartz 2015); while other studies in plants report the
opposite pattern (Fitter et al. 1995, Cook et al. 2012).
Organismal mechanisms such as differences in sensitivity to environmental conditions and differences in
cue use are used to explain why early species shift more.
Early species are often active during rapid environmental transitions, such as spring snowmelt, and are predicted to be more responsive to environmental
conditions (Pau et al. 2011). Many studies show that
the phenology of early species tracks winter and/or
early spring temperatures (Fitter et al. 1995, Bradley
et al. 1999, Post and Nils Chr 1999, Menzel 2000, Fitter and Fitter 2002, Menzel et al. 2006b, Willis et al.
2010, Bai et al. 2011, Cook et al. 2012, Wolkovich et al.
2012, Calinger et al. 2013, Karlsson 2014, Kharouba
et al. 2014, Park and Schwartz 2015, Roy et al. 2015,
Wang et al. 2015c, but see Sherry et al. 2007, Diez
et al. 2012, Wang et al. 2014). Differences in use of
temperature and photoperiod are the primary cue-use
differences (organismal mechanism) offered to explain
phenological differences. For example, Valtonen et al.
(2011) suggest that phenology in lepidopteran species
with summer flight dates is predicted by temperature or
temperature and photoperiod, whereas photoperiod
alone tends to predict phenology in fall fliers. A strict
photoperiodic response would limit the ability of fall
fliers to shift phenology with climate change. Similarly,
temperature and snowmelt, the main cues used by early
temperate plant species, are dynamic, whereas photoperiod, often used by late plant species, is static (Fitter
et al. 1995, Kudo et al. 2008), which could cause early
species to shift more (Fig. 2d).
In many cases, organismal and environmental mechanisms may combine to create differences in phenological
shifts. Most simply, the time period in which early species respond to temperature to initiate spring growth
may have warmed more than during time periods used
by late species. This is an organismal mechanism, in the
sense that early and late species have different time windows of temperature sensitivity, and an environmental
mechanism in the sense that these distinct time windows
used by early and late species experience different magnitudes of temperature change. In many areas, winter and
spring temperatures have changed more over recent decades than those in summer (Easterling et al. 1997), driving greater shifts in early species (Diamond et al. 2011).
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2012). Additional research in birds and insects shows no
relationship between habitat or resource specialization
and phenological change (Møller et al. 2008, Moussus
et al. 2011, Vegvari et al. 2015).
We are unaware of environmental mechanisms that
connect specialization of various resources to variation
in phenological shift, and the organismal mechanisms
proposed are largely untested. Some support patterns of
greater shifts in specialists and other support patterns of
greater shifts in generalists. For example, some insects
with greater resource specialization have greater temperature sensitivity than generalists (organismal mechanism; Williams et al. 2012, Cayton et al. 2015, Thomsen
et al. 2016). In one study, growing degree-days better
predicted the phenological shift of dietary specialist
rather than generalist butterfly species (Cayton et al.
2015). In contrast, generalists may show stronger phenological shifts if they typically exhibit greater phenological plasticity (Moussus et al. 2011) and respond to a
greater range of environmental cues (organismal mechanism) than specialists (Sasha and Cuthill 1997). Alternatively, resource specialists might shift more in response
to temperature change because specific resource dependency increases selection pressure for phenological
change as climate change alters the availability of those
resources (Diamond et al. 2011, Hurlbert and Liang
2012, Vegvari et al. 2015). A related hypothesis suggests
that resource specialists might shift more in response to
temperature change because they are more likely to rely
upon specific cues tied to phenology in critical resources
than resource generalists (Altermatt 2010, Diamond
et al. 2011). Alternatively, generalists may shift more if
they maintain greater genetic variation than specialists
(Hurlbert and Liang 2012), facilitating rapid evolution,
although most documented phenological shifts to date
are most commonly attributed to plasticity (Charmantier and Gienapp 2014, Franks et al. 2014, Meril€
a
and Hendry 2014).
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While study in this area is sparse, Thackeray et al.
(2010) compared phenological shifts between ecotherms
and endotherms, and found limited support for larger
phenological shifts in ecotherms. However, the authors
noted that covariation between thermoregulatory strategy and other factors in the analysis made it difficult to
detect independent effects.
Mechanisms proposed to underpin differences in phenological shift between ectotherms and endotherms are
largely untested. Some propose that ectotherm phenology is more temperature dependent than that of
endotherms (organismal mechanism; Thackeray et al.
2010). While the relationship between temperature and
ectotherm biology is strong (Kingsolver and Huey
2008), it is not simple. Temperature response varies
within and among species (Tauber and Tauber 1976,
Gunderson and Stillman 2015, Rutschmann et al. 2016),
and behavioral plasticity may buffer individuals from
temperature change (Jones and Oldroyd 2006). Indeed,
temperature-change-induced mortality in embryos (Levy
et al. 2015) or adults (Bestion et al. 2015) could lead to
phenological shifts that do not strictly track temperature; some propose global warming could create novel
bivoltine breeding seasons in formerly univoltine species
(Levy et al. 2016). Additionally, ectotherms also use
photoperiod (insect diapause; Tauber and Tauber 1976,
Bale and Hayward 2010), circannual rhythms (lizards;
Cuellar and Cuellar 1977) and food (insect growth; Tauber and Tauber 1976) to regulate phenology. While fewer
studies have been conducted in endotherms, some have
demonstrated a relationship between phenological
events and temperature (Schaper et al. 2012, Caro et al.
2013). Given the limited comparative data available and
the wide range of theoretical predictions, it remains
unclear whether differences in phenological shift
between these two groups should be expected.
Generation time
To date, one meta-analysis finds that generation time
influences phenological shifts; short-lived organisms
shifted more than long-lived species (Thackeray et al.
2010), and several studies document evolutionary shifts
in phenology of relatively short-lived species with climate
change (Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2001, Berteaux et al.
2004, Kovach et al. 2012, van Asch et al. 2012).
If all else is equal, more rapid evolution is expected in
organisms with short generation times, which leads to
the prediction that the phenological strategies of shortlived species will evolve more quickly than in long-lived
species (Berteaux et al. 2004). For long-lived organisms,
phenotypic plasticity, rather than evolutionary change in
response to rapid change, is likely the most efficient
mechanism of response to climate change (Vedder et al.
2013). If differences in the rate of evolutionary responses
result in systematic differences in the mean phenological

reaction norm of long-lived and short-lived organisms,
this would create an organismal mechanism for differences in phenological shifts. However, few studies have
been able to attribute evolutionary change to contemporary climatic shifts (Gienapp et al. 2008). Further, generation time often covaries with other traits that may
affect phenological shifts, such as trophic level and body
size (Thackeray et al. 2010). Thus, in some cases, it may
be most useful to consider generation time as one component in a suite of associated traits that predict phenological shift.
DISCUSSION
Despite numerous studies identifying correlations
between explanatory factors and observed variation in
phenological shifts (Parmesan 2007, Thackeray et al.
2010, Ge et al. 2015), relatively few propose clear cue–
response mechanisms, and even fewer evaluate the relative importance or combined effects of multiple mechanisms to observed patterns. Developing a more
mechanistic understanding of current patterns of phenological shifts is an important step toward predicting
future patterns of phenological change. Here, we present
a conceptual framework that clearly distinguishes
between environmental and organismal mechanisms,
facilitates a better understanding of how these mechanisms interact, and ultimately, improves our ability to
predict phenological responses to ongoing climate
change.
Challenges and opportunities
Our review suggests that research on phenological
patterns is not well integrated with research on phenological mechanisms. Most of the patterns proposed in
the literature can be explained by multiple underlying
mechanistic hypotheses, and few studies provide data to
test or compare them. Despite the range of mechanisms
proposed within patterns, the mechanisms proposed to
influence phenology across patterns are remarkably
similar. Most studies focus on variation in temperature
change (environmental mechanism) or the relative sensitivity of species to temperature and photoperiod (organismal mechanism). Despite widespread interest in
these specific mechanisms, our understanding of what
aspects of temperature (or temperature-correlated cues)
species respond to and how temperature sensitivity varies within and across species remains limited (Box 3).
Our findings suggest that while limitations in current
mechanistic understanding present a challenge to scientists studying phenological responses to climate change,
these knowledge gaps offer considerable opportunities
for future investigation and improved prediction. Below,
we highlight specific research directions based on these
knowledge gaps that will facilitate an improved understanding of the mechanisms that underlie phenological
shifts.
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Box 3. Temperature as a complex phenological cue
Temperature is implicated in most mechanisms relating climate change and phenological shifts (Fig. 3); however, the relationship between temperature and phenology is not simple. We highlight seven points to consider
when evaluating and discussing the temperature–phenology relationship in different systems and disciplines.
Different aspects of temperature can affect phenology.—Temperature can be quantified numerous ways: mean,
variance, range, minimum and maximum, integrated measures (e.g., growing degree-days and thaw degree-days),
and measures that describe temperature patterns over space or daily and seasonal timescales. Each metric may be
uniquely altered with climate change, for example, increases in winter/spring temperatures are greater than in summer/fall (Easterling et al. 1997). Only certain aspects of temperature may influence phenology. For example, Schaper et al. (2012) found that the timing of temperature increase relative to day of the year, but not mean daily
temperature, affected avian lay date however, both temperature mean and variation influenced breeding timing in
lizards (Rutschmann et al. 2016). Importantly, temperature may change differently in soil, water, and air.
Temperature affects phenology on multiple time-scales.—Temperature provides information about the present and
future on multiple timescales. A warm day in spring may indicate that it is presently warm, that the next week will
be warm, and/or that it is the beginning of a seasonal warming trend. Physiological systems may initiate an
immediate response to present temperatures (temperature as a driver) and/or an anticipatory response to prepare
for future conditions (temperature as a cue). Phenology may result from both immediate and long-term physiological processes initiated at multiple time points. Critically, the reliability of current temperature as a predictor
of future conditions may decline as the timescale of prediction increases and may vary in reliability among geographic locations.

Temperature can be correlated with phenological shifts without causing phenological shifts.—Temperature may
influence phenology indirectly via closely correlated abiotic (e.g., snowmelt) or biotic (e.g., food) factors. If
organisms respond to these correlated abiotic factors, temperature may predict phenological variation without
initiating a physiological response. For example, temperature is predictive of spring phenology in plants; however,
snowmelt, which is strongly correlated with temperature, is thought to be the cue to which some arctic and alpine
plants respond (Ernakovich et al. 2014, Gezon et al. 2016).
Phenological responses to temperature may vary over time.—Factors that influence temporal variation in temperature response include seasonality in responsiveness (Tinkle and Irwin 1965, Tauber and Tauber 1976, Cuellar
and Cuellar 1977), photoperiod (Keller and K€
orner 2003), social context (Wingfield et al. 1997) and likely other
factors. This suggests that temperature-dependent physiological mechanisms can interface with pathways responsive to other cues.
Phenological responses to temperature change may be nonlinear and distinct during different life history stages.—
Phenology may exhibit nonlinear changes with temperature due to thresholds (e.g., thermal limits). When phenology arises from multiple temperature dependent and independent mechanisms, it is even more likely that the relationship between temperature change and phenological shift may not be linear. Similarly, different phenological
events may not respond to temperature the same way. In some taxa, temperatures perceived during preparation for
one phenological event can influence timing of subsequent events (Dawson 2005). In other cases, multiple phenological events for an organism may be regulated independently and show different temperature responses.
Disciplines differ in how they talk about temperature.—Different disciplines use specific terms that describe different
aspects of temperature and hold different assumptions about how temperature and phenology are related. For example, in ecology, temperature sensitivity is often defined as the observed phenological shift per degree Celsius. Typically, ecological temperature sensitivity does not specify whether organisms are responding to temperature itself or
to closely correlated cues. Physiologists measure Q10, or the rate at which a process changes with a 10°C temperature
change, typically in controlled laboratory conditions where responses to temperature can be isolated. We make this
point not to enforce a set of terms, but to urge scientists to evaluate whether disciplinary customs may limit the questions they ask and the terms they use.
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Temperature influences phenology directly through diverse physiological pathways.—For temperature to influence
phenology, organisms must perceive it and respond. One way that temperature can affect phenology is through
metabolic or other rate-limited processes (Gillooly et al. 2002); however, temperature can also act through nonmetabolic pathways. For example, during plant vernalization, repressors inhibit transcription in photoperiodicdependent pathways responsible for reproductive growth until chilling requirements are met (Andres and Coupland 2012). When inhibition is removed, plants can respond to photoperiodic cues and grow.
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Cues and cue modality
Identifying the specific cues that organisms use is an
important step toward accurately predicting future phenological shifts. However, it may be difficult to develop a
detailed mechanistic understanding of the specific cues
used in a wide range of non-model systems. Such an
effort is likely to encounter both conceptual and logistical hurdles, as many cues are highly correlated (e.g., temperature and snowmelt) and multifaceted (Box 3) and
the manipulative experiments necessary to identify and
separate causal factors will be difficult in some systems.
To begin, it is essential to acknowledge and evaluate
multiple cue hypotheses. In some systems, this may mean
considering a wider range of potential cue types (e.g.,
temperature, photoperiod, moisture, social interactions)
and evaluating which particular aspects of these cues
(e.g., magnitude, duration, rate of change) have the
greatest effect. Part of this approach may require testing
long-held assumptions about the relative importance of
specific phenological cues (e.g., temperature vs. photoperiod) and considering whether the preponderance of
studies in specific taxa (e.g., birds, butterflies, flowering
plants) or types of biological systems (e.g., close plant–
insect mutualisms, temperate zone ecosystems) influence
our assumptions about which types of cues regulate phenology generally. These kinds of studies are undeniably
challenging, but systems that have taken a more mechanistic approach offer hope for linking work on genetics
and physiology with comparative work on patterns of
phenological shift. For example, systems that have
applied this integrated cue-based approach to identify
the mechanistic bases of phenology (Schaper et al. 2012,
Laube et al. 2014, Buckley et al. 2015, Zohner et al.
2016; Box 4) have provided important benchmarks for
future studies, yielding fundamental and applicable
insights into the biology of phenological cues.
Many species use and integrate multiple cues to determine their phenology (McNamara et al. 2011, Winkler
et al. 2014). Understanding how organisms combine,
weigh and assess multiple sequential or simultaneous
cues represents a challenge for developing a mechanistic
understanding of phenology. For example, many migratory birds must experience a threshold photoperiod in
order to initiate physiological preparation for breeding
before other cues such as temperature or food availability can influence the rate of reproductive preparation
(Jacobs and Wingfield 2000). Absent evolutionary
change in this photoperiodic threshold, the extent to
which temperature change can predict phenological shift
is constrained. In this system, understanding how photoperiod and other cues interact to regulate phenology
provides a more accurate model for predicting future
responses to climate change. The experiments necessary
to describe how organisms integrate multiple cues will
likely require well-informed hypotheses to efficiently
identify the process of cue integration (e.g., additive,
multiplicative, simultaneous, sequential) (Hahn et al.
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2014). While the potential complexity of phenological
mechanisms will certainly present challenges in many
systems, several studies have already identified opportunities to address this challenge (Dunne et al. 2003,
Sherry et al. 2007, Schaper et al. 2012)
The challenge of identifying phenological cues and
understanding how they are integrated is compounded
by global climate change. To make accurate predictions
about future phenological shifts, we need to better
understand how the environment is changing. For
example, this is critical for predicting the consequences
of climate change for species interactions. In cases
where interacting species use the same cues, we might
expect their interactions to remain relatively stable
despite environmental change (i.e., no change in phenological synchrony). Even in cases where species use different cues, if they change in similar directions at
similar rates, the effects of environmental change on
species interactions may be minimal. However, in cases
where interacting species use different cues, or have different sensitivities to the same cues, and they do not
change synchronously (i.e., change in phenological synchrony), climate change could alter the structure of
interactions in ecological communities. The reality of
global climate change has also presented researchers
with an opportunity to observe patterns of variation in
phenological shifts among interacting species (Kharouba et al. 2018), and a core motivation to develop a
more mechanistic understanding of these shifts.
The evolution of cue response
Identifying how climate change is influencing contemporary evolution of phenological reaction norms is
another research opportunity and challenge. Contemporary evolution of phenological timing in response to climate change has been documented in some systems
(Franks et al. 2007, Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2008,
Anderson et al. 2012, Franks and Hoffmann 2012,
Meril€
a and Hendry 2014), and these evolutionary
responses will be fundamental to a mechanistic understanding of current and future phenological shifts
(Anderson et al. 2012, Charmantier and Gienapp 2013).
Evolution can shape the phenological reaction norms in
ways that increase or decrease the magnitude of phenological shifts. While studies that uncover contemporary
evolution are challenging to conduct, they also present a
clear opportunity to strengthen our understanding of
phenological shifts in a changing climate.
Integrating multiple mechanisms
A key message of this paper is that distinguishing
between the environmental and organismal mechanisms
that cause patterns of phenological shift will improve
phenological prediction. Our hope is that this framework will provide useful terms and concepts to prevent
misunderstandings based on assumptions about
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Box 4. Case studies that illustrate an integrated and mechanistic approach to phenology
Throughout this review, we have emphasized the value of developing a more mechanistic perspective on phenology and advocated for a cross-disciplinary approach to understanding how organisms integrate phenological
cues into their broader ecology. Here, we highlight two case studies that illustrate how this perspective and
approach have already yielded greater insights into explaining and predicting phenological patterns in nature.
Understanding how multiple mechanisms affect the phenology of the great tit

Applying a mechanistic understanding of phenology to biocontrol in the tamarisk beetle
The tamarisk beetle (Diorhabda carinulata) is a specialist leaf beetle native to North Africa and Eurasia that
feeds on salt cedar trees, a disruptive invasive species of wetland and riparian habitats in North America. In
2001, tamarisk beetles were released to control salt cedar populations at multiple sites in western North America
(Bean et al. 2007a). At sites above 38° N, these introductions quickly established and provided effective biological control. However, at sites between 36° and 38° N, populations established poorly and provided weak biological control. South of 36° N, populations failed to establish (Lewis et al. 2003, Bean et al. 2007a).
Subsequent experiments in growth chambers determined that beetles from the original source population in
Fukang, China (44° N) show a strong photoperiodic response, with a critical day length of 14.5 h at which 50%
of the population enters reproductive diapause (Bean et al. 2007a, b). Thus, at northern introduction sites, summer day lengths are long enough to allow multiple generations per year before beetles enter diapause in the fall.
However, at southern sites, shorter summer day lengths narrow the window of reproductive opportunity, reducing population growth and inducing a maladaptive early diapause that limits overwinter survival (environmental
mechanism; Bean et al. 2007a, Milbrath et al. 2007). Further studies showed that beetles from different source
populations show different critical day lengths (organismal mechanism) commensurate with their latitude, providing additional phenological variation to improve population establishment throughout the invasive range
(Milbrath et al. 2007, Dalin et al. 2010). Mechanistic studies in this system also suggest intriguing latitudinal differences in the relative information value of photoperiod and temperature in regulating diapause phenology.
Early experiments with beetles from the Fukang population showed little effect of temperature on photoperiodic
sensitivity (Bean et al. 2007b). Later studies showed that beetles from southern source populations show a
greater integration of temperature and photoperiodic cues in diapause phenology, while beetles from more northern sources rely on photoperiodic cues alone (Dalin et al. 2010). Finally, this case study also illustrates the potential for rapid evolution to shape phenological responses to changing environmental conditions; when beetles
were resampled seven years after their original biocontrol introduction, the critical day length had decreased significantly, consistent with an adaptive phenological response to conditions in their new environment (Bean et al.
2012). Taken together, this research demonstrates how a more mechanistic approach to understanding phenology
has been applied to inform and improve predictions of population establishment and biological control.
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The great tit (Parus major) is a small hole-nesting passerine that is a resident across Europe and much of Asia.
Field observations show that first brood lay date phenology is advancing with climate change in some great tit
populations (Charmantier et al. 2008), but not in others (Visser et al. 1998, 2003). Subsequent studies suggest
that multiple, simultaneous mechanisms may underly these differences. While some variation in populations
across Europe may be attributable to temperature differences among sites (environmental mechanism; Visser
et al. 2003), laboratory manipulations and long-term field data implicate additional organismal mechanisms.
First, the plasticity of gonadal growth (organismal mechanism; Silverin et al. 2008) and lay date (Husby et al.
2010) to temperature likely differs across populations. For example, work in two well-studied populations in the
UK and Netherlands suggests that the degree of lay-date plasticity in response to temperature in UK populations is relatively invariant among individuals, but generally sufficient to match changed environmental conditions (Charmantier et al. 2008), whereas there is high individual variation in plasticity in the Dutch population,
which is insufficient to match altered environmental conditions in most cases (Nussey et al. 2005). As a result,
selection patterns differ across the two populations with selection for earlier reproduction (Visser et al. 1998)
and greater plasticity in reproductive timing (Nussey et al. 2005) in the Dutch but not UK population. Other
work in this system across Europe suggests that at the same time, climate change may be altering the incidence of
double brooding across sites and shifting the timing of first clutches differently in sites that have historically been
double vs. single brooded (Visser et al. 2003). Such a phenomenon would result from an interplay between environmental and organismal mechanisms. This well-studied system shows that even within one species, phenological shifts are variable and this variation arises from multiple mechanisms. Among taxa, we should expect both
the variation in phenological response and underlying mechanisms to be broader.
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different kinds of cue–response mechanisms, allowing
greater clarity in future discussions of phenological shift,
and accelerating progress toward a more mechanistic
understanding of phenological responses to climate
change. Our framework aims to facilitate the study of
challenging cases where the combined effects of environmental and organismal mechanisms could be opposing
(reducing differences in phenological shift; Fig. 2c) or
synergistic (increasing differences in phenological shift,
Fig. 2d). For example, differences in phenological shifts
between short- and long-distance migrants likely result
from multiple mechanisms, including a complex interplay of differences in temperature sensitivity (organismal
mechanism) and exposure to climate change (environmental mechanism). Predictions that over-emphasize the
contribution of one mechanism at the expense of others
will likely prove inadequate, while work to systematically
consider the contributions of multiple mechanisms to
phenological shift is more likely to reveal how multiple
mechanisms combine to influence phenological shifts.
Moreover, this conceptual approach could be further
developed in a quantitative genetic framework that
builds on previous work (Hairston et al. 2005, Ellner
et al. 2011) and partitions phenological change into
components due to environmental and organismal
mechanisms. To do so, one could extend the mathematical model described in Box 2 to consider additional
complexity, such as nonlinear reaction norms modeled
as function valued traits (Gomulkiewicz and Kirkpatrick
1992).
CONCLUSION
Developing a more mechanistic understanding of phenological shifts will require communication and collaboration among disciplines (Forrest and Miller-Rushing
2010, Mykles et al. 2010, Visser et al. 2010, Pau et al.
2011). Scientists that study global phenological patterns
are often from different disciplines than those that study
suborganismal mechanisms. Differences in terminology
and techniques (Box 1) can hamper efforts to develop
an integrative and mechanistic understanding of phenology. We encourage ecologists to explore physiological
research on cue use, and invite physiologists to collaborate with ecologists to develop ecologically relevant
experimental paradigms (Wingfield et al. 2008, Forrest
and Miller-Rushing 2010). Studies that have already
developed such an integrative approach to phenology
(Box 4) suggest a promising path forward, and we are
optimistic about opportunities to continue developing a
more mechanistic and predictive understanding of phenological shifts in an age of global climate change.
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